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THE MISSION 
of the electric Power industry of 
serbia is secure electricity suPPly 
to all customers, under the most 
favorable market conditions, with 
continuous uPgrading  
of the services, imProvement  
of environmental Protection and 
welfare of the community

THE VISION
of the electric Power industry 
of serbia is to be a socially 
accountable, market-oriented and 
Profitable comPany, comPetitive  
on the euroPean market with 
a major imPact in the region, 
recognized as a reliable Partner 
among the local and international 
comPanies



STANDARDS

COOPERATION WITH INSTITUTIONS
AND STATE AUTHORITIES 
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lack of awareness about environmental Protection 
imPortance, irresPonsible behaviour towards 
natural recourses, lack of funding, as well as 
general social climate in the last decade of the 20th 

century, have caused general water resources, air 
and soil devastation. due to these reasons, Public 
enterPrise electric Power industry of serbia has 
met the beginning of 21st century, in the field of 
environmental Protection, with delay of 30-40 
years, comPared to the develoPed countries of the 
euroPean union. international Policy, both general 
and energy, was seeking for the solution of great, 
Planetary Problems in the field of environmental 
Protection, and climate change reduction caused 
by intensive industrial develoPment. the world 
started to look for new energy sources in 
order to cover increasing consumPtion, reduce 
uncontrolled fossil fuel utilization and increase 
energy efficiency of generation caPacities using 
these very fuels. energy sector and environmental 
Protection, considering that they are in cause-and-
effect relation, together with the economy and 
the social comPonent, have established the new 
PhilosoPhy of modern civilization, covered
by the term “sustainable develoPment”.  
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after 2000, electric Power industry of serbia initiated 
revitalization and modernization of its generation capacities. 
large power plant rehabilitation projects financed and supported 
by international community (european union and some other 
countries) as well as through own funds included environmental 
protection improvement projects. they have become an integral 
part of development projects of ePs capacities, while settlement 
of environmental protection problems was granted the same 
priority as electricity generation.

environmental protection represents the part of mission and 
vision of ePs and its business policy. according to the scope and 
complexity of projects, amount of the invested funds for their 
realization, as well as achieved effects, it may be said that ePs 
has became a leader in the field of environmental protection in 
serbia and the surrounding countries.

almost one third of obligations which serbia needs to fulfil 
within its state eu integration policy are related to environmental 
standards and regulations. under the contract on the founding of 
se europe energy community, signed and ratified by our country 
in 2005, energy facilities in serbia, together with ePs facilities, 
are under obligation to fully observe acquis communautaire 
(‘legal legacy of the european union’, i.e. a group of principles and 
regulations, emerging from general legal eu orientations) by 2017. 
electric Power industry of serbia made the decision to respect 
all standards emerging from acquis communautaire, concerning 
environmental protection.

fulfilment of kyoto Protocol obligations and application of its 
ghg emission reduction mechanisms is especially requested 
today. clean development mechanism – cdm means that 
industrial developed countries, which initiated environmental 
pollution, should provide financial support for application of this 
mechanism within developing countries. ePs is currently analyzing 
the possibilities for cdm application in projects to be implemented 
with the strategic partner (tPP nikola tesla b3, tPP kolubara b 
and chP novi sad). depending on the results of the above 
analysis, ePs will decide in which way it will continue with its 
activities in terms of cdm application. consequently, under hPP 
zvornik reconstruction and modernisation project, feasibility study 
is under development, by which the question of cdm application 
to this project will be examined.

harmonization of domestic with the european legislation in the 
field of environmental protection has been initiated in 2001 in 
serbia, with the first phase finalised in 2004 with adoption of 
the set of environmental laws. considering that thermal power 
sector of electric Power industry of serbia is subject to these 
laws, after 2015, its facilities will need to have an integrated 
operation licence. a set of 16 new laws has recently been adopted 
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in serbia, harmonized with international regulations in the field of 
environmental protection.

for implementation of all programs related to the settlement 
of environmental issues (in the period between 2005 and 2015) 
as well as for harmonization of ePs business operations with eu 
standards, annual investments of eur 120 million are necessary 
i.e. eur 1.2 billion for the entire period. allocation of funds is 
directly conditioned by electricity price, which at the moment is 
the lowest in europe. that is why electric Power industry of serbia 
needs to have a more realistic price of goods it is selling, at least 
close to the market level prices. until now, ePs has implemented 
several projects in the field of environmental protection through 
own funds, obtained from the electricity sale. the most expensive 
environmental protection projects within ePs are about to come.

by investing into the environmental protection projects in the 
past few years, the state of the environment has significantly 
been improved. Production results, reliability, and readiness of 
units, indicate that funds invested into development projects, as 
well as environmental protection projects, were directed well and 
appropriately used.

in addition to this, electric Power industry of serbia, as a socially 
responsible company also has to implement a series of other tasks, 
such as: identification of environmental responsibilities both at 
the corporate level and at the level of its corporate enterprises, 
establishment of an integral pollution control system development 
of the polluter cadastre at the corporate level, introduction of 
organizational structures for environmental monitoring and 
standardisation of control and measurement equipment…

in 2009, electric Power industry of serbia is half way through the 
implementation of planned environmental projects - considering 
that beginning of environmental modernization started in 2003, and 
that development strategy is planned by 2015.
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this Publication should demonstrate what ePs has 
been doing in the Previous six years, and which 
business ventures are about to come in next six years.
environmental asPects are sPecific for each section 
of electric Power industry of serbia. these activities 
could be classified into five segments:  
thermal Power sector, oPen cast mines, 
hydroPower sector, distribution activity, and as a 
seParate section - waste management. 
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it is evident that thermal Power Plants are the 
highest measurable environment Polluters in 
serbia - they emit 70% of total carbon dioxide. on 
the other hand, they are the biggest electricity 
Producers in the country. that is the reason 
why the majority of Previous, as well as future 
environmental Projects are directed to this 
sector. this imPlies that the highest funds are 
invested into these Projects.

every year ePs thermal power plants combust 30 million tons of 
lignite. combustion product is approximately 5.5 million tons of ash 
and slag per year, disposed at open disposal sites with the total area 
of 1,200 hectares. some 280,000 tons of sulphur-dioxide, followed 
by about 60,000 tons of nitrogen oxides and about 30 million tons of 
carbon-dioxide are emitted into the atmosphere every year. 

the biggest environmental problems within thermal power sector 
are related to electrostatic precipitator operation (regulating pollution 
from flue gas dust), sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides emission 
from flue gases from thermal power plants, and ash impact on air, 
soil and ground water. considering that the biggest thermal power 
plants of ePs are located in obrenovac and kostolac (ce tPP nikola 
tesla and ce tPPs & ocms kostolac), areas of these towns and 
especially their citizens are exposed to the highest pollution level.
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finalized esP reconstruction/modernization Projects at ePs tPPs 

thermal power plant
start of 
implementation funds in ª source of financing

tPP nikola tesla a - unit a5 2004 3,700,000 ePs

tPP nikola tesla a - unit a2 2005 3,500,000 ePs - loan from Poland  

tPP nikola tesla a - unit a1 2006 5,000,000
ePs and environmental Protection  
fund, republic of serbia

tPP nikola tesla a - unit a4 2007 6,000,000
ePs and environmental Protection  
fund, republic of serbia

tPP kolubara a - unit a5 2008 5,100,000
ePs and environmental Protection  
fund, republic of serbia

tPP kostolac a - unit a2 2006 5,400,000 ear donation

tPP kostolac a - unit a1 2005 2,500,000 ePs

T O T A L 31,200,000

ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR OPERATION
in the beginning of 21st century almost all thermal power plants 

in serbia emitted solid ash particles at the level ten times higher 
than permitted. compared to the european standard of 50 mg/m3,
 electrostatic precipitators of individual (older) ePs generation 
units were in such state that dust concentration in flue gases 
ranged between 1,000 and 2,000 mg/m3. the fact that the share 
of tPP nikola tesla a2 and a1 units prior to esP reconstruction 
was 66% in the total ash emission from tPP nikola tesla stacks 
and only 15% in the total electricity generation in this thermal 
power plant says enough about the state and age of these 
electrostatic precipitators.

activities on operational improvement of electrostatic 
precipitators have been initiated in 2003, while harmonisation 
of electrostatic precipitator operation with requirements of eu 
regulations has been initiated from 2004. the first unit whose 
electrostatic precipitator operation was aligned with eu standards, 
was unit 5 at tPP nikola tesla a (2004). this is at the same 
time the first large environmental project in ePs executed under 
european union standards.

the plan is to revitalise all electrostatic precipitators in thermal 
power plants by the end of 2011, and to have solid particles 
emission in accordance with eu regulations – 50 mg/m3.

comPared to 2003 emission, after esP reconstruction, air emission of solid 
Particles the at tPP nikola tesla was reduced for about 88% and at  
tPP kostolac for about 54%, comPared to state from 2004. 

AIR PROTECTION
thermal power plants are the biggest air polluters; lignite combustion as the basic fuel leads to 
emission of solid ash particles, harmful gases emission (sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, carbon 
dioxide) into the atmosphere and ash dispersion from disposal sites.
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esP Projects in Progress / which need to be imPlemented

Project i reconstruction or replacement of existing electrostatic participators on tPPs units

thermal power plant
start of 
implementation funds in ª source of financing

tPP nikola tesla a - unit a6 2009/2009 6,000,000 iPa-2007

tPP nikola tesla b - unit b1 2009/2009 6,000,000 iPa-2007

tPP nikola tesla b - unit b2 2010/2010 7,500,000 iPa-2008/ePs 

tPP morava 2010/2010 4,000,000 ePs/iPa-2009 (expected)

tPP kolubara a - unit a5 2008/2009 4,000,000
environmental Protection fund, 
republic of serbia/ePs

tPP kostolac b - unit b1 2010 5,000,000
environmental Protection fund, 
republic of serbia/ePs

tPP kostolac b - unit b2 2010 5,000,000
environmental Protection fund, 
republic of serbia/ePs

tPP nikola tesla a3* 
(2014; eur 7,000,000)

T O T A L 37,500,000

so far eur 31.2 million has been invested into these 
Projects, with additional eur 37. 5 million to be 
invested by the end of the year.

FLUE gAS TREATMENT 
the second phase of air protection measures includes installation 
of flue gas treatment plants i.e. desulphurization and de-nitrification.  
this project, planned for implementation in the period 2010 - 2015 
is significant from air protection aspect, as well as from the aspect 
of value of necessary funds. it is estimated that more than half 
billion euros will be necessary for the construction of these plants 
on ePs tPP units. construction of desulphurization plants requires 
approximately eur 10 million for 100 mw; therefore for example, 
the necessary amount for tPP nikola tesla would under such 
calculation amount to ca. eur 300 million. 

sulphur and nitrogen oxides created during lignite combustion 
at thermal power plants, cause acid rains, adversely affecting 
people’s health, flora and fauna, contaminating soil and water in 
the vicinity of power plants, damaging facades of civil structures, 
even destroying metal structures.

emission limit value for sulphur dioxide is 400 mg/m3, while for 
example in 2003 at tPP nikola tesla this limit value was three 
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times higher than permitted. it should be noted however that 
measurements have indicated that although no sulphur-dioxide 
reduction measures have been undertaken on these thermal 
power plants, whereby its flue gas concentration is considerably 
higher than permitted values – concentration of this gas in the 
surrounding area of thermal power plants is not high thanks to 
high stacks.

there are several techniques for flue gas desulphurization in the 
world today, while the most common one is wet desulphurization 
process. sulphur dioxide is separated from flue gas through the 
usage of pulverized lime suspension. consequently, large gypsum 
amount is created as by-product of this technology. gypsum 
produced in this manner is used in the construction industry. for 
example, in Poland the entire gypsum amount produced in these 
processes is marketed (installed capacity of its thermal power 
plants is about 5,000 mw).

two units of tPP kostolac b have the largest impact of sulphur-
dioxide emission from thermal power plants of ePs (their share 
in the total emission of this gas is ca. 40% and in total electricity 
generation of ePs 16%).

such high share in sulphur-dioxide emission lies in the fact that 
lignite from kostolac mining basin contains the double amount 
of sulphur (1.3%) compared to kolubara lignite (0.5%). for this 
reason, this procedure will first be applied on tPP kostolac b units.

by applying the above-mentioned desulphurization technology, 
some 400,000 tons of gypsum would be produced annually, which 
should be offered to potential manufactures of gypsum products, 
not only in serbia. therefore, one of the main tasks is finding the 
strategic partner for takeover of about half million tons of gypsum 
per year. if this proves to be successful, it would be the best proof 
that waste can become a secondary raw material.

emission limit value of nitrogen oxides is 450 mg/m3, and it 
was within legally prescribed boundaries in tPP nikola tesla in 
2003. it was established that nitrogen oxides above permitted 
values is only emitted from units with the capacity higher than 
300 mw. emission reduction of this gas can be achieved by 
applying primary measures, i.e. through reconstruction of the 
boiler furnace. it was calculated that eur 83.5 million need to be 
provided for finalization of this project. harmful gases emission 
from chPs (corporate enterprise Panonske chPs), especially 
sulphur dioxide is prominent when mazout is used as energy 
source. when natural gas is used, sulphur dioxide emission is 
within permitted limit values.
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flue gas desulPhurization Projects to be imPlemented

thermal power plant

start of 
implementation
/end of 
implementation funds in eur source of financing

tPP nikola tesla  a – a3–a6 2012/2016 200,000,000 not defined

tPP nikola tesla b 2010/2014 210,000,000
Potentially
iPa/ePs

tPP kostolac b 2009/2011 125,000,000

environmental 
Protection fund, 
republic of serbia

T O T A L 535,000,000

flue gas de-nitrification Projects to be imPlemented

thermal power plant
start of implementation
/end of implementation funds in eur source of financing

tPP nikola tesla a – unit a3-a6

   
   

   
   

  2
00

8 
- 2

01
5

24,000,000 iPa (expected)

tPP nikola tesla b – unit b1-b2 24,000,000 iPa (expected)

tPP nikola tesla b – unit b2 7,500,000 iPa (expected)

tPP morava 4,000,000 ePs

tPP kostolac a – unit a1-a2 12,000,000 ePs

tPP kostolac b – unit b1-b2 12,000,000

environmental 
Protection fund, 
republic of serbia

T O T A L 83,500,000

RECLAMATION OF ASH DISPOSAL SITES
ash dispersion often occurs due to wind activity. it represents one of the most difficult 

consequences of power plant operation. therefore, it is no wonder there are many efforts in finding 
solutions for air dispersion prevention, as well as ash disposal site impact on ground water and soil 
quality.

reclamation of ash disposal sites is implemented in case of ash dispersion by wind as a protective 
measure. it includes their afforestation (planting of black pine, siberian elm, acacia, linden) and 
grassing. in addition to this, sprinkling systems are installed for dam wetting and grass watering, 
together with canon systems for dry surface wetting within the flat areas of ash disposal sites. in 
order to return the degraded soil to its previous state, it is primarily necessary to perform technical 
(terrain levelling and backfilling) and afterwards biological reclamation (grassing and tree planting).
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new ash handling technology introduction Projects

thermal power plant
start of implementation
/end of implementation funds in eur source of financing

tPP nikola tesla b 2006/2009 30,000,000 ear donation

tPP kostolac b 2007/2009 23,500,000 ePs -  ebrd loan

tPP kostolac a 2009/2011 13,000,000 ePs -  kfw loan

tPP kolubara a 2008/2009 12,000,000
environmental Protection fund, 
republic of serbia and ePs

T O T A L 78,500,000

Projects with the value of eur 53.5 million (tPP nikola tesla b and  
tPP kostolac b) are currently being imPlemented on ash disPosal sites of ePs 
thermal Power Plants.

Projects that need to be finalized in the future

thermal power plant
start of implementation
/end of implementation funds in eur source of financing

tPP kolubara a 
unit a5 2008/2009 8,000,000

environmental Protection fund, 
republic of serbia and ePs

tPP nikola tesla a 
unit a3 – a6 2010/2012 40,000,000 iPa 2009/ePs (expected)

T O T A L 48,000,000

INTRODUCTION OF NEW ASH HANDLINg TECHNOLOgy
ash transport manner from the thermal power plant to the disposal site has great influence on air 

pollution and ground water contamination. hydraulic transport technology is used in thermal power 
plants of ePs for ash and slag transport. it unfortunately does not provide a sufficient protection 
level of surface and ground waters. water from disposal sites overflows and subsequently infiltrates 
into surface and ground watercourses.

electric Power industry of serbia is faced with a task of replacing the existing hydraulic ash and 
slag transport technology, with new thick slurry transport technology. the essence of this new 
technology is in water - ash ratio (instead of previous 1:10, water and ash are now mixed in the ratio 
1:1). this will provide smaller disposal sites, since ten times less water will be used, compared to the 
amount used currently. on the top of that mass (water and ash mixture), during ash drying, a kind 
of a cover will be formed through the crystallization process almost preventing ash dispersion or at 
least reducing it to the minimum.

thermal power plants nikola tesla b2 and kostolac b will be the first power plants in which the new 
ash and slag transport technology will be implemented.

through this procedure, large esP ash quantities will be obtained, which may be used as the 
secondary raw material for road surfaces in the construction industry. ash therefore represents the 
material of the future: it will be used for dams and road construction, as well as for the production of 
concrete, cement, gypsum and gypsum products.
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other Projects

thermal power plant
start of implementation
/end of implementation funds in eur

source of 
financing

Pcb removal from ePs facilities 2009/2010 6,000,000 iPa 2008/ePs

continuous monitoring of gas 
emission from tPP nikola tesla 2010/2012 3,750,000 iPa 2008/ePs

modernization of monitoring and 
control system at tPP nikola tesla b 2009/2012 12,000,000

seco swiss/
ePs

T O T A L 21,750,000

WATER PROTECTION 
all tPPs and chPs of electric Power industry of serbia were built in the close vicinity of rivers, since a 

large water amount is required for their operation. in the course of electricity generation, large amounts of 
waste waters are created. cooling manner, type of fuel (mazout or fuel oil) and ash handling technology, as 
well as chemical water preparation – determine types and amounts of waste waters from tPPs and chPs. 
if mazout is used as liquid fuel or light fuel oil, waste waters with increased oil content, i.e. mazout are 
created.

Pollution prevention of rivers sava (tPP nikola tesla) and danube (tPPs-ocms kostolac) with oil and 
mazout can be implemented by applying preventive and repair measures. Preventive measures imply 
supervision of regular operation and overhauls, installation of the so-called ‘floating curtain’, sprinkling of 
absorption agents in places of possible or permanent oil leakage, placement of vessels (drums or bunds) 
for oil collection and constant visual control of operational units, auxiliary facilities and rivers. if, however, oil 
and mazout leakage occurs, repair measures are anticipated for their urgent collection and transport to the 
storage for temporary disposal within the power plant grounds.

SOIL PROTECTION
in addition to their impact on air quality, ash disposal sites have an impact on quality, i.e. soil 

contamination level.
ash disposal sites of electric Power industry of serbia cover the area of 1,200 ha, and it is estimated that 

by now, about 200 million tons of ash and slag have been disposed in these areas. during ash disposal 
process under the hydraulic technology, soil and ground water contamination may occur in addition to 
air pollution, as well as indirect contamination of agricultural products and thereby negative impact on 
people’s health and other living beings located in the direct vicinity.

ash disposal sites of tPP nikola tesla a and b cover the area of 900 ha, while ash disposal sites of tPPs & 
ocms kostolac cover the approximate area of 250 ha. about 5.5 million tons per year is disposed on them.

introduction of new ash and slag transport technology, with constant soil reclamation, are the most 
effective measures for soil protection in the vicinity of ash and slag disposal sites.
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coal mining in the first century of the third 
millennium remains a dominant activity for electricity 
generation, not only in serbia, but throughout the 
world. oPening of new mining caPacities is nowadays 
one of the biggest Projects of the world energy 
sector. modern euroPean coal industry is focused on 
research and develoPment of Processes oriented to 
making coal a ‘clean’ Partner. 
aPPlication of the “clean coal” concePt has several 
Phases: the first Phase consists of introduction of 
new coal combustion technologies without harmful 
effects, i.e. emission reduction of nitrogen oxides and 
carbon dioxide Particles; the second Phase imPlies 
constant Power Plant efficiency level increase, while 
the third Phase rePresents Power Plant construction 
with low or zero carbon-dioxide emission.
in serbia, with the Potential of about 20 billion 
tons of coal, there is enough Potential for further 
develoPment of the thermal Power sector, whereby 
this energy source will be the main energy source 
for future electricity generation. interest of 
electric Power industry of serbia is to use coal in a 
safe, cost-effective and clean manner. in order to 
achieve this, there are some activities in the field of 
environmental Protection on oPen cast mines that 
need to be imPlemented.
Production of coal used as basic fuel in thermal 
Power Plants of ePs unfolds on oPen cast mines of 
kolubara and kostolac mining basins. about 38 million 
tons of coal is mined out annually on them, with 30 
million tons on four oPen cast mines of kolubara 
mining basin, while the rest is Produced on oPen cast 
mines of kostolac mining basin.

AIR PROTECTION
the biggest air pollution on open cast mines occurs during mining operations, transport and 

loading of coal and overburden. overburden dumps are especially large air polluters -considering 
that they contain higher amounts of sand or other bulk material. air pollution on open cast mines 
is also caused by operation of mining machinery with internal combustion, when harmful gases are 
emitted (nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide and sulphur dioxide).

corresponding technical solutions for transport and loading, biological reclamation of overburden 
dumps and degraded areas on open cast mines, as well as greening and maintenance of green 
areas are applied as protection measures, while attention is also paid to the use of machinery with 
lower harmful gases emission.

SOIL PROTECTION
during coal production, especially in the course of open cast mining, in this case in ePs, large land 

areas are affected. electric Power industry of serbia possesses about 8,500 ha of land used in open 
cast mining at kolubara and kostolac mining basins.

obligation of the natural resource owner, in this case ePs, is to return the degraded soil to its 
primary purpose. therefore, the following protective measures are implemented on ePs coal mines: 
technical and biological land reclamation. species such as: acacia, elm, black pine, fir, etc are 
planted on overburden dumps, since they grow successfully on such surfaces.
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although energy generated in hydroPower 
Plants comes from renewable source – water, 
construction of these facilities can have negative 
environmental imPacts. they are reflected on 
water quality, riParian area, and land during 
facility construction and its oPeration.
activation of Potential sliding areas, microclimate 
change, change of Physical and chemical water 
characteristics, Possibility of watercourse 
contamination by oil and different chemicals 
from hydro Power Plants, rePresent examPles of 
Possible negative environmental imPact.
ePs hydroPower Plants with their reservoirs cover 
the area of about 17,000 ha, however, considerably 
larger areas need to be Protected.
Protection measures within the hydro Power 
sector are related to the construction of drainage 
systems, PiPelines, PumPing stations, Piezometers…
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PROTECTION Of SURROUNDINg 
WATERS AND RIPARIAN AREAS
corPorate enterPrises hydroPower Plants djerdaP, 
and drinsko - limske hydro Power Plants have 
sPecific obligations in terms of environmental 
Protection. hydroPower reservoirs are in fact, 
water reservoirs in which different Processes 
occur: drift dePosition, riParian area erosion, 
riParian area flooding, change of surrounding land 
configuration, changes in aquatic ecosystem, and 
large amounts of waste material...
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CE HPPs DjERDAP
construction of two power plants on danube and creation of 
reservoirs has largely affected the riparian area from kusjak to 
kladovo, i.e. from hPP djerdap 1 to novi sad on danube, sabac 
on sava and becej on tisa. in the course of construction of  
hPP djerdap 1, geographical configuration of a large area has 
been altered, with 12 settlements relocated and thousands of 
people, while some 13,000 ha have been flooded; when  
hPP djerdap 2 was constructed some 1,500 ha of arable land  
was also flooded.

within an extremely spacious area of these two hydropower 
plants, protection systems cover 282 km of protection dams, more 
than two million square meters of dam linings, pumping stations, 
drainage wells.

ce hPPs djerdap is under obligation to maintain the water level 
for the purpose of navigation, as well as to avoid endangerment 
of areas along the river. level on which danube is maintained 
is measured at the confluence of river nera, with an elevation 
of 70.3 masl. special attention in these power plants is paid 
to the protection of riparian area: observations are carried out 
continuously, as well as measurements and analyses of danube 
backwater impact to the riparian area and the reservoirs. 
concurrently, there are programmes related to measurement and 
preservation of water quality having an impact on reservoirs.

CE DRINSkO – LIMSkE HPPs
the greatest problem in reservoirs is waste coming along river 
drina from rivers Piva, lim, tara and their tributaries. it is 
estimated that some 7,000 cubic meters of plastic waste floats 
along river drina. in addition to environmental impact, floating 
waste interferes with electricity generation when it gets caught in 
turbine racks. 
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the greatest Problems in corPorate enterPrises 
for electricity distribution (elektrodistribucija 
beograd, elektrovojvodina, elektrosrbija, 
jugoistok and centar) are related to the Presence 
of Pyralene in substations. in the middle of 
20th century, due to extraordinary technical 
characteristics, Pyralene was treated as the 
most favourable dielectric. however, it was later 
established that it was very harmful for human 
health, i.e. that it has cancerigenic, i.e. mutagen 
effect.
environmental measures within the distribution 
activity imPly rePlacement of condensers in ntc 
facilities of substations, filled with Pyralene with 
environmentally friendly condensers, filled with 
bio-degradable substance.
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27 WASTE MANAgEMENT

one of the largest Problems in the field of 
environmental Protection, not only in facilities of 
electric Power industry of serbia but even on the 
global level is waste creation and management. 
nowadays, waste is considered as a raw material in 
the wrong Place.
different tyPes of waste may be found on all 
facilities of electric Power industry of serbia 
(Parts of electrical facilities rePlaced or 
rePaired, used machinery, PiPes, electrical waste, 
transformers, ionic mass, used oil, mineral wool, 
various contaminated material…). 
Protection measures in this environmental field 
Primarily include waste characterisation, its 
seParation, registering, maximum re-use and finally 
– secure disPosal.
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29 STANDARDS

in accordance with euroPean union directives 
and sustainable develoPment PrinciPals, and as 
one of the stePs towards the euroPean market, 
imPlementation of the Project “develoPment of 
environmental management system for electric 
Power industry of serbia” is currently in Progress 
in ePs. the Project was initiated in december 
2004 for the PurPose of training of ePs exPert 
teams in the develoPment and imProvement 
of environmental management system and 
introduction of iso 14001 standard. imPlementation 
of this standard will lead to imProvement of 
the comPany’s oPeration and business activities 
through the reduction of costs and Profit 
increase. this standard should Provide rational 
utilization of natural recourses and minimization 
of health and environmental hazards.
iso 14001 standards have been introduced under 
joint activity of foreign and domestic consultants 
at the following enterPrises: ce tPPs nikola tesla, 
ce hPPs djerdaP, ce elektrosrbija, and ce Panonske 
chPs. final imPlementation of standards is in 
Progress, and it is exPected that by the end of 2009 
the following corPorate enterPrises will obtain 
certificates: ce tPPs & ocms kostolac, 
ce elektrodistribucija beograd, ce jugoistok,  
ce elektrovojvodina, ce centar (some facilities have 
already been certified), ce kolubara mining basin, 
and ce drinsko-limske hPPs.
integrated management system (ims), introduced 
at the Public enterPrise electric Power industry 
of serbia includes the following: international 
quality standards (qms), environmental Protection 
standards (ems) and occuPational health and safety 
standards (ohsas). 
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31 COOPERATION WITH INSTITUTIONS AND STATE AUTHORITIES

Public enterPrise electric Power industry of 
serbia has constant cooPeration with relevant 
institutions, organizations and state authorities: 
ministry of environmental Protection, ministry 
of mining and energy, environmental Protection 
agency, energy efficiency agency, recycling agency, 
environmental Protection fund, “nikola tesla” 
institute, “jaroslav cerni” institute…
for the PurPose of settling environmental 
Problems, coordinated cooPeration of all Parties 
coming from the energy sector is necessary, 
comPetent government bodies, ngo sector…
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